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§§ Invite a local Member of Parliament to visit your
classroom
§§ Go on a tour of Parliament House

§§ Create a ‘new piece of legislation’

Although the total program consists of four Units, you decide
whether to complete some, or all, of these Units.

explore
parliament

This VCAL/CGEA program invites you to investigate the
structure and operation of parliamentary government.
During the four Units of this program, you can become
engaged in activities such as:
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Unit 2

A Member of State Parliament as Guest
Speaker in your Classroom
Part One

Who are your local State MPs?
Part Two
How do you prepare for a classroom visit by a State MP?
Part Three
What should happen during a visit?
Part Four
What should happen after the visit?
When you work on this Unit, you combine classroom discussion
with use of organisational skills and efficient communication
qualities. You will also be very busy making sure that the event
is useful and enjoyable for everyone present - resulting, in part,
from effective research beforehand. For answers for this Unit,
refer to Teacher Notes File
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Part One
Who are your local State MPs?
Would you know any of them if you bumped into them.... or do
you know their names?
Probably not! Many people don’t know these things.

First, every person in Victoria has six MPs responsible for their
areas. And so that could be six faces, and six names, to learn –
especially if you would like to invite one of them to be a Guest
Speaker in your Classroom!
Second, you need to remember that the Parliament of Victoria
has two elected groups – the Upper House and the Lower House.

Official names
{{
{{

Legislative Council
Legislative Assembly

ElEctoratEs
Five MPs represent your area in the Upper House (called a
Region) and one MP represents your area in the Lower House
(called a District). But try not to be confused by these names,
and don’t forget that all the areas are given the general name
of ‘electorates’.

lEgislativE council rEgions
There are five elected Members in each of the
eight Legislative Council regions.
Indicates Legislative Council Region boundary.
Mildura

Northern Victoria
Region

lEgislativE assEmbly Districts

Swan Hill
Murray Valley

There is one elected Member in each of the 88
Legislative Assembly districts.

Rodney

Benambra
Shepparton

Indicates Legislative Assembly District boundary.

Bendigo
East
Lowan

Benalla
Bendigo
West
Rippon

Seymour

Ballarat
West

Macedon

Ballarat
East

Melton

Gippsland East
See Inset
Map Evelyn

Gembrook

Monbulk

Lara
South-West Coast

Narracan

Geelong
Hastings
Bellarine
Mornington
South Barwon

Polwarth

Eastern Victoria
Region

Morwell

Nepean

Bass
Gippsland South

Western Victoria
Region

You should already have a poster which shows these electorates.
(And check if it is the most recent poster!)

Yan Yean

Northern Metropolitan
Region
Yuroke

Broadmedows
Thomastown Mill Park

Western Metropolitan
Region

Keilor
Bundoora

Eltham

Pascoe Vale Preston

Niddrie

Ivanhoe
Kororoit

Essendon
Derrimut

Northcote
Brunswick

Melbourne

If not, contact the Parliament of Victoria on 8682 2655, and ask
for a set of (free) posters, including this one.

Tarneit

Bulleen
Warrandyte

Doncaster

Footscray
Williamstown

Albert Park

Kew

Kilsyth
Box Hill

Richmond

Mitcham

Hawthorn
Prahran

Altona

Burwood
Malvern

Forest Hill

Bayswater

Scoresby

Oakleigh
Bentleigh
Brighton
Clayton

Southern Metropolitan
Region

Eastern Metropolitan
Region

Mount
Waverley

Caulfield

Mulgrave

Ferntree
Gully

Sandringham
Dandenong

Mordialloc

Narre Warren
North

South Eastern Metropolitan
Region

Lyndhurst
Narre Warren
South

Carrum

Cranbourne

Frankston

57 ParliamEnt
th

of

victoria

For information see www.parliament.vic.gov.au and www.vec.vic.gov.au
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You could check the telephone book or ask around at the
shopping centre but a quick way to find these details is available
on the Parliament of Victoria website:
www.parliament.vic.gov.au

Then go close to the top right-hand corner of the home page.
Key your suburb name or postcode into the section which
shows:
FIND A MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT

Suburb or postcode

Browse Members, Ministers
QUICK LINKS

Find a Bill
Find the status of a Bill
Committee Reports
Fact Sheets
Submit a Petition

The electorate borders do not always line up with postcode
or suburb name boundaries and therefore some further
investigation is required  relevant electorates and THEN the
details of the MPs.
And what do they look like? Their photos are shown on the
webpage but see if you can also identify them on the (free)
posters – which you should already have but, if not, phone (03)
8682 2655.

Add some of this information (including pictures) to other
material which later becomes part of a background classroom
display when an MP visits as Guest Speaker.

Of course, there would be other useful information which would
show how effective and detailed your research has been. The
chart which follows is one way for you to divide the preparatory
work into six parts – before you concentrate on the MP who is
coming to your classroom.

find a member of
parliament

What are their names?

?

7/10/2013 9:41:03 AM]
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Name of MP

How long has this MP been in
Parliament?

Is s/he a member of the
governing party?

How many votes did this MP
get in the last election? How
many votes did the other
people standing for the seat
get? How much did the MP win
by? Does this have an effect on
how s/he does the job of being
an MP?
Is this MP a Minister or a
Shadow Minister? If so, what is
the portfolio?

Answers

about your MP

Record your findings in a table format like the one below.
You would eventually have six Tables like this – although the
MP who comes as visitor deserves further research!

?

Does s/he have any other
positions in Parliament? If so,
what?

What issues does s/he support?
Why do you think s/he might
support those issues?

Other information
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How do you prepare for a classroom visit by a
State MP?
You are about to become involved in a lot of planning!
Decisions, decisions!

As a group, there are some decisions you need to make before
you invite the MP.

{{ First, though, watch the free DVD

{{ Inside Parliament – Adult Education Version
VCAL/ESL/CGEA

{{ Chapter 5: What Do Politicians Actually Do?
The viewing time six minutes

{{ You should have access to this free DVD but,

decisions decisions

Part Two

if not, telephone (03) 8682 2655

Second, you need to decide what you want the MP to talk
about. You might want the MP to engage with one or all of the
following themes:

§§ Talk about an issue in which your group or the
community is interested (but make sure it is one that
the State government has responsibility for).

This decision has probably been made earlier as Part 3 of
Unit 1.
§§ Talk about what an MP does

§§ Launch something which your group has produced or
undertaken...

…for example: a vegetable garden for a primary school; a project
on new outdoors seating at the school; your class-based small
business; an oral history project for a local historical society.

Of course, there may be other things your group would like an
MP to talk about. For example, if the MP was a woman you may
want to ask her to talk about what it’s like being a woman in
Parliament and if she felt women are discriminated against.
But don’t forget that you will need to politely negotiate with the
MP what will be discussed.
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Jobs to do
You will need to decide who to invite. Do you want a local
member of the Legislative Assembly (Lower House) or the
Legislative Council (Upper House) to speak to your group? The
MP you invite may depend on you to advise him/her what to
talk about.
Note: it will be harder to get a Minister to speak to your group
than a backbencher or member of the Opposition.

Once you have decided what to ask the MP to speak about and
who to ask, there are a number of tasks that will need to be done
to prepare for the event.



Several checklists are included on the following pages to help
you keep track of your preparations.
§§ Write down who will do the tasks and when
§§ Tick off a task as it is completed

§§ A checklist for each group plus one large checklist
pinned up for everyone to see

However, four specific pages concentrate on suggestions:

a. Set up a display to make your classroom look
‘professional’ (see pages 10 - 11)
b. Carefully plan the seating arrangements (see some
background ideas on page 12)
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WHAT
Find contact details
for the MP’s office –
a phone number or
email
Contact the MP’s
office to find out
when s/he would be
available
Check with the
Principal or Head
of Centre that it’s
okay to invite the
MP. Once the details
are organised,
you should write
an email, letter or
memo confirming
the details (see
sample memo on
Page 20)

Set a date

WHO

WHEN

before the event

CHECKLIST – the basics



Book a room or
venue. Are there
any costs involved
and, if so, how will
they be paid for? Do
you need to do a
budget?

Write a letter or
email to invite the
MP to speak (see
sample letter on
Page 21)
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WHAT
Decide who will be
invited
Design an invitation
(see sample
invitation on Page
22)

Send out invitations
to the Principal
or Members of
the Management
Committee

Send out invitations
to other classes

WHO

WHEN

before the event

CHECKLIST – the invites



If appropriate,
invite the local
press. Send a media
release to your local
newspaper about
the event (see
sample on Page 23)

Send an invitation to
representatives from
related programs at
nearby schools or
education centres
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WHAT
Find out if a public
address system is
needed, and if it is
available
Organise catering.
Will there be a cost
for the catering? If
so, how will it be
paid for? Perhaps
use the sample
catering sheet which
may begin to help
you with this (see
Page 24)
Remember the
materials gathered
about ‘three levels
of government’ and
local Members?
Decide if there
will be a display
to make the room
look interesting. If
so, what will be
displayed and how?
(See Pages 10-11)
Decide how the
room will be set up
and who will set it
up (see Pages 12-13)

WHO

WHEN

before the event

CHECKLIST – the venue and catering



Check how
soon after the
Guest Speaker
presentation
the classroom is
required by another
group
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WHAT

WHO

WHEN

Decide if there will
be a tour of the
school or something
the MP is to launch.
If so, where will the
tour take people?
Will there be just
one route? How long
will the tour take?
Develop the
program of exactly
what will happen on
the day, and when

before the event

CHECKLIST – the program

Print the program
for the event

WARNING!! Time management – will you run out of time?

How long will everything take?
If (hypothetically speaking):

{{

Introductions and final ‘thank you’ for the event take 10
minutes in total

{{

The guest speaker talks for 30 minutes

{{

The responses made by the MP to the questions take 15
minutes in total

{{



Five students each ask one question – 30 seconds each

...how long will the total Speech part of the event take? _______
But what about morning / afternoon tea? __________

And the tour / launch: how long will it take? _______________
Check: How long can the MP stay? _____________________

Result: Do you need to cut something out, or shorten one or two
parts?
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§§ Perhaps set up five or six displays
§§ Make them look professional

§§ Use boards (e.g. Foam-core) or walls ... but be careful
not to damage surfaces when cleaning up

Less is more
Just a few
(large print)
words for
captions &
explanations

Interesting
pictures –
large and
clear

setting up

Suggestions for setting up a display

?

Will your
displays be
safe from
damage (and
be re-usable)?
If expressing
opinions, will
your displays
provide
evidence?
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setting up

Possible display themes
§§ Note: in this display, the word ‘local’ means the State
electorates in which your classroom is located!

MeMbers

of

{{

Your illustrated explanation about three levels of
government

{{

Posters of Upper & Lower House MPs with
‘highlighting’ of local MPs

{{

Poster showing electorates but highlight your
electorates

{{

Poster showing MPs born overseas but expand
with statistics about local area demographics
obtained from the ABS (teacher to assist?)

{{

Voting results from the last election especially
concerning the visiting MP, obtained from
www.vec.vic.gov.au

{{

Media coverage of politics e.g. local newspaper
articles; political cartoons; argument and
opinions from polls in the streets...

ElEctoratEs

LegisLative assembLy

LegisLative CounCiL

ParliaMent born overseas

?
lEgislativE council rEgions
There are five elected Members in each of the
eight Legislative Council regions.
Indicates Legislative Council Region boundary.

Atkinson, Bruce
Eastern Metropolitan
LP
President
O’Brien, Michael
Malvern
IRELAND

McGuire, Frank
Broadmeadows
SCOTLAND

Fyffe, Christine
Evelyn
ENGLAND

Powell, Jeanette
Shepparton
ENGLAND

Helper, Joe
Ripon
GERMANY

Peulich, Inga
South-Eastern Metropolitan
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

Kotsiras, Nicholas
Bulleen
GREECE

Eren, John
Lara
TURKEY

Barber, Greg
Northern Metropolitan
GRN

Broad, Candy
Northern Victoria
ALP

Coote, Andrea
Southern Metropolitan
LP

Crozier, Georgie
Southern Metropolitan
LP

Dalla-Riva, Richard
Eastern Metropolitan
LP

Allan, Jacinta
Bendigo East
ALP

Andrews, Daniel
Mulgrave
ALP

Angus, Neil
Forest Hill
LP

Asher, Louise
Brighton
LP

Baillieu, Ted
Hawthorn
LP

Brooks, Colin
Bundoora
ALP

Bull, Tim
Gipplsand East
NAT

Burgess, Neale
Hastings
LP

Campbell, Christine
Pascoe Vale
ALP

Carbines, Anthony
Ivanhoe
ALP

Barker, Ann
Oakleigh
ALP

Battin, Brad
Gembrook
LP

Bauer, Donna
Carrum
LP

Beattie, Liz
Yuroke
ALP

Mildura

Blackwood, Gary
Narracan
LP

Northern Victoria
Region

Darveniza, Kaye
Northern Victoria
ALP

lEgislativE assEmbly Districts

Swan Hill
Murray Valley

Somyurek, Adem
South-Eastern Metropolitan
TURKEY

Carroll, Ben
Niddrie
ALP

Clark, Robert
Box Hill
LP

Crisp, Peter
Mildura
NAT

D’Ambrosio, Lily
Mill Park
ALP

Delahunty, Hugh
Lowan
NAT

There is one elected Member in each of the 88
Legislative Assembly districts.

Rodney

Benambra
Shepparton

Indicates Legislative Assembly District boundary.

Bendigo
East
Lowan

Benalla
Bendigo
West
Rippon

Davis, David
Southern Metropolitan
LP

Davis, Philip
Eastern Victoria
LP

Drum, Damian
Northern Victoria
NAT

Eideh, Khalil
Western Metropolitan
ALP

Elasmar, Nazih
Northern Metropolitan
ALP

Elsbury, Andrew
Western Metropolitan
LP

Finn, Bernie
Western Metropolitan
LP

Dixon, Martin
Nepean
LP

Donnellan, Luke
Narre Warren North
ALP

Duncan, Jo
Macedon
ALP

Edwards, Maree
Bendigo West
ALP

Eren, John
Lara
ALP

Foley, Martin
Albert Park
ALP

Fyffe, Christine
Evelyn
LP

Garrett, Jane
Brunswick
ALP

Gidley, Michael
Mt Waverley
LP

Seymour

Ballarat
West

Graley, Judith
Narre Warren South
ALP

Macedon

Ballarat
East

Melton

Gippsland East
See Inset
Map Evelyn

South-West Coast

Narracan

Geelong
Hastings
Bellarine
Mornington
South Barwon

Polwarth

Guy, Matthew
Northern Metropolitan
LP

Hall, Peter
Eastern Victoria
NAT

Hartland, Colleen
Western Metropolitan
GRN

Jennings, Gavin
South-Eastern Metropolitan
ALP

Koch, David
Western Victoria
LP

Kronberg, Jan
Eastern Metropolitan
LP

Leane, Shaun
Eastern Metropolitan
ALP

Lenders, John
Southern Metropolitan
ALP

Lovell, Wendy
Northern Victoria
LP

Melhem, Cesar
Western Metropolitan
ALP

Mikakos, Jenny
Northern Metropolitan
ALP

Millar, Amanda
Northern Victoria
LP

O’Brien, David
Western Victoria
NAT

O’Donohue, Edward
Eastern Victoria
LP

Halfpenny, Bronwyn
Thomastown
ALP

Helper, Joe
Ripon
ALP

Hennessy, Jill
Altona
ALP

Herbert, Steve
Eltham
ALP

Hodgett, David
Kilsyth
LP

Howard, Geoff
Ballarat East
ALP

Eastern Victoria
Region

Morwell

Nepean

Green, Danielle
Yan Yean
ALP

Gembrook

Monbulk

Lara

Bass
Gippsland South

Hutchins, Natalie
Keilor
ALP

Kairouz, Marlene
Kororoit
ALP

Kanis, Jennifer
Melbourne
ALP

Western Victoria
Region

Perera, Jude
Cranbourne
SRI LANKA
Katos, Andrew
South Barwon
LP

Knight, Sharon
Ballarat West
ALP

Kotsiras, Nicholas
Bulleen
LP

Languiller, Telmo
Derrimut
ALP

Lim, Hong
Clayton
ALP

Madden, Justin
Essendon
ALP

McCurdy, Tim
Murray Valley
NAT

McGuire, Frank
Broadmeadows
ALP

McIntosh, Andrew
Kew
LP

McLeish, Cindy
Seymour
LP

Merlino, James
Monbulk
ALP

Miller, Elizabeth
Bentleigh
LP

Morris, David
Mornington
LP

Mulder, Terry
Polwarth
LP

Napthine, Denis
South-West Coast
LP
Premier

Nardella, Don
Melton
ALP

Neville, Lisa
Bellarine
ALP

Newton-Brown, Clem
Prahran
LP

Noonan, Wade
Williamstown
ALP

Northe, Russell
Morwell
NAT

O’Brien, Michael
Malvern
LP

Pakula, Martin
Lyndhurst
ALP

Pallas, Tim
Tarneit
ALP

Pandazopoulos, John
Dandenong
ALP

Perera, Jude
Cranbourne
ALP

Powell, Jeanette
Shepparton
NAT

Richardson, Fiona
Northcote
ALP

Ryall, Dee
Mitcham
LP

Ryan, Peter
Gippsland South
NAT Deputy Premier

Scott, Robin
Preston
ALP

Yan Yean

Northern Metropolitan
Region
Yuroke

Broadmedows

Greg Barber
Northern Metropolitan
NEW ZEALAND

Thomastown Mill Park

Western Metropolitan
Region

Keilor
Bundoora

Eltham

Pascoe Vale Preston

Niddrie

Ivanhoe
Kororoit

Essendon
Derrimut

Northcote
Brunswick

Pennicuik, Sue
Southern Metropolitan
GRN

Peulich, Inga
South-Eastern Metropolitan
LP

Pulford, Jaala
Western Victoria
ALP

Ramsay, Simon
Western Victoria
LP

Rich-Phillips, Gordon
South-Eastern Metropolitan
LP

Scheffer, Johan
Eastern Victoria
ALP

Williamstown
Tarneit

Bulleen
Warrandyte

Doncaster

Footscray
Melbourne

Ondarchie, Craig
Northern Metropolitan
LP

Albert Park

Kew

Kilsyth
Box Hill

Richmond

Mitcham

Hawthorn
Prahran

Altona

Burwood
Malvern

Forest Hill

Bayswater

Scoresby

Oakleigh
Bentleigh
Brighton
Clayton

Tee, Brian
Eastern Metropolitan
SOUTH AFRICA

Richardson, Fiona
Northcote
TANZANIA

Eideh, Khalil
Western Metropolitan
LEBANON

Melhem, Cesar
Western Metropolitan
LEBANON

Elasmar, Nazih
Northern Metropolitan
LEBANON

Scheffer, Johan
Eastern Victoria
INDONESIA

Lim, Hong
Clayton
CAMBODIA

Shaw, Geoff
Frankston
IND

Languiller, Telmo
Derrimut
URUGUAY

Somyurek, Adem
South-Eastern Metropolitan
ALP

Tarlamis, Lee
South-Eastern Metropolitan
ALP

Tee, Brian
Eastern Metropolitan
ALP

Tierney, Gayle
Western Victoria
ALP

Smith, Ken
Bass
LP
Speaker

Smith, Ryan
Warrandyte
LP

Southwick, David
Caulfield
LP

Sykes, Bill
Benalla
NAT

Thompson, Murray
Sandringham
LP

Thomson, Marsha
Footscray
ALP

Tilley, Bill
Benambra
LP

Trezise, Ian
Geelong
ALP

Wakeling, Nick
Ferntree Gully
LP

Walsh, Peter
Swan Hill
NAT

Watt, Graham
Burwood
LP

Weller, Paul
Rodney
NAT

Wells, Kim
Scoresby
LP

Wooldridge, Mary
Doncaster
LP

Wreford, Lorraine
Mordialloc
LP

Wynne, Richard
Richmond
ALP

Southern Metropolitan
Region

Victoria, Heidi
Bayswater
LP

Eastern Metropolitan
Region

Mount
Waverley

Caulfield

Mulgrave

Ferntree
Gully

Sandringham
Dandenong

Mordialloc

Viney, Matt
Eastern Victoria
ALP

Narre Warren
North

South Eastern Metropolitan
Region

Lyndhurst
Narre Warren
South

Carrum

Cranbourne
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It is usual, of course, to ask Guest Speakers to sit in front of the
audience where everyone can see and hear them.

And it makes sense for the student who will introduce the Guest
Speaker to sit nearby ... and to stand next to him/her only when
welcoming the Speaker and other guests, and (perhaps) when
managing the Questions.
But what would you plan for other people?

§§ Where will you seat the other guests?

§§ If someone has come from the local newspaper, where
should s/he sit?
§§ Do any students need to sit up front because of hearing
or visual impairment?

Perhaps you can even adapt some of the seating arrangements
used at Parliament House:

Lower House Seating
Where would you place the MP as Guest Speaker? Perhaps out
front - like the Presiding Officer of the Lower House?

And where would you place the Student who will Chair the
meeting? Would you put him/her where the Premier sits?

where does everyone sit

Who sits where – and why?

?

Perhaps the students who want to ask the most difficult
questions could be located where the Opposition sits!

And those students who originally visited the MP’s Electorate
office could sit near the ‘Premier’ as if they were members of
the Cabinet!

Unit 2 - Parliamentary Government in Victoria
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By the way: left wing, right wing
Some vocabulary practice:



(1) Find out the political meaning of the words
§§ Radical

§§ Conservative

§§ Liberal (with a capital L, and with a lower case l)

(2) Use your imagination (and an online search) to work out the
connection between the images below, and any reference to a
left-wing or right-wing political position

Clues

The 1790s				

A sharp-edged instrument		

Storming the Bastille
A rowdy 'parliament'

Source: www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Revolution
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What should happen during a visit?
The day has arrived and there are things to do...
Before anyone arrives

Make a checklist of all the things that will need to be done
before anyone arrives. But who will make sure that these are
actually completed? (Use pages 15 – 17).
When the MP and others start to arrive

Welcome all visitors (including any people from the local press).
Hand everyone a program as they arrive.
The presentation

There’s not much you can do at this stage but:

§§ Listen to The Speech (and the Launch of any project, if
arranged)
§§ Contribute to questions (see page 25)

After the presentation

This is the time for visitors to have tea, coffee (and food, if
arranged). You need to be prepared to talk to the visitors and
local newspaper people, in order to explain

the visit

Part Three

?

§§ The launched project (if any)

Tour

§§ The display (if any)

It may be appropriate to take the MP, other visitors and the
journalists on a short tour to see the school/centre and/or what
the MP has launched.

All students should act as tour guides and look after the visitors
and journalists....and answer questions fully.
Cleaning up

Yes! The morning/afternoon tea things need to be cleaned up
and the room returned to its original format.

Unit 2 - Parliamentary Government in Victoria
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WHAT
Decide who you
would like to chair
the event and check
willingness to do
this

Decide who will
welcome the MP
when s/he arrives

Decide who will
welcome the other
visitors when they
arrive

Decide who will be
the time- keeper
to make sure that
everyone sticks to
their schedule

WHO

WHEN

the day of the event

CHECKLIST – who will do what on the day?



Decide if you want
photos taken and
who will take them
(and who first asks
people’s permission
to be photographed)

Unit 2 - Parliamentary Government in Victoria
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WHAT

Decide on questions to ask
the MP. What you ask will
depend, to some extent, on
what you asked the MP to
speak about. You can find
some sample questions on
page 25. Watching the Youtube segments: MP Daily
Schedule and Being an
MP in Government versus
Opposition may also help
you think of questions to
ask.
Write a list of what the
chairperson will need to
do. This might include,
welcoming the MP and
visitors when the event
starts, asking everyone to
turn off mobile phones,
making sure there is
enough time for questions,
making sure everyone gets
a chance to ask questions
if they want to, thanks the
MP and the visitors for
attending
Decide how you will
evaluate the success of
the day: the organisation,
the communication, the
enjoyment, the finances

WHO

WHEN

the day of the event

CHECKLIST – other important things



Decide how you will
prepare and distribute
a report on the day
(including information from
visitors)
Decide how the day’s
experience and the
evaluation would help you
prepare a How-To Manual
for other students to use in
the future
Discuss whether there
would be better ways to
share the workload before,
during and after the event
Unit 2 - Parliamentary Government in Victoria
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after the visit

Part Four
What should happen after the visit?
Debriefing

§§ The organisation of the day
§§ What the MP spoke about
§§ What went well

§§ What could have been improved

§§ Your part in the organisation and the event
§§ How well did teams work together

§§ What you would do differently next time

Enjoyment

§§ Yes? No? By whom? How do you know?

Acknowledgements

§§ Thank-you letters to the MP, the Chairperson and others
who contributed to the success of the event
§§ Review budget and expenditure (if appropriate)

§§ Write an evaluation report of this project for either
{{ Your teacher and/or

{{ The Principal/Head of Centre

Extension activity

?

§§ Write a Help Manual, a How-To-Manual, for others

§§ Include a timeline, list of tasks, reminders about booking
a room, good and bad points about a venue, equipment
requirements, sample letters, and sample invitation,
budget advice, and so on
§§ Illustrated with photographs and, if possible, put your
Help Manual online
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Finally
If you have spare time you might like to complete the following
two exercises (a Word-search, plus a couple of mathematical
questions).

Fill in the gaps , then find the words in the Word Search below:
1. Women did not get the _ _ _ _ in Victoria until 1908

2. In the Legislative Assembly chamber, the carpet is _ _ _ _ _

3. This worksheet teaches about the Victorian P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



4. What type of government began in Athens 2000 years ago?
_________
5. Parliament House in Victoria is in _ _ _ _ _ _ Street

6. There are three levels of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ in Australia
7. A Member of Parliament is called an _ _

8. The word legislation means one or more _ _ _ _
A

Y

F

K

P

N

I

G

Z

T

J

H

Q

M

A

P

O

D

B

E

G

O

V

E

R

N

M

E

N

T

R

S

O

H

L

U

P

M

V

L

E

Y

T

Z

I

L

B

O

X

B

E

R

E

O

A

P

F

C

I

U

N

J

O

D

M

L

W

R

B

I

R

N

Y

U

E

V

L

A

W

S

S

P

R

I

N

G

W

C

D

Y

Z

A

O

F

T

W

E

Y

T

R
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Finally
Now answer the following questions by selecting the correct
numbers:

“

There is an imbalance in the number of women

compared with men in both Houses of the Victorian
Parliament. Women comprise over 50% of the

Victorian population yet constitute only 29.75% of
the Members in both Houses...

Inside the Parliament of Victoria (2007), Page 33

”



Men were able to vote from the beginning of the Victorian
Parliament in 1856.
However, the centenary of women getting the vote was not
celebrated until 2008.
1. How many years did Victorian women wait to get the same
rights as men to vote in elections for the Parliament of
Victoria?
Years

56



52



100



0



2. In elections today, how many Members in total are elected
to the Lower House of the Parliament of Victoria?
Number of Members Elected

40



88



128



10
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Sample memo to Head of Department / Committee of
Management
Date: xx/xx/xx
To: xx

Resources

Sample Memo

Copy: xx, teacher of the xx program
From: xx
Subject: Invitation to Member of Parliament as Guest
Speaker at our program
Members of the xx study group have proposed that we
extend our study of government with an invitation to a
local Member of the State Parliament, xx, to be a Guest
Speaker here on xx/xx/xx. We would also ask him/her to
launch xx which is a product resulting from the xx project
within our course of study. [Include if appropriate]



In addition, we would arrange catering for a small
morning/afternoon tea afterwards. We would also like to
invite a representative from xx, the local newspaper, to
attend.
Financial cost will be limited to $x which will be covered
through our xx.
We request that you endorse this proposal

Unit 2 - Parliamentary Government in Victoria
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Resources

Sample Letter

A sample letter inviting a Member of State Parliament to
be a Guest Speaker
Your address and the date
MP name (and title)
Member for XX (Name/address)
Dear ___



Invitation to be a Guest Speaker at XX
We are students in the XYZ program at _____________.
Following a telephone enquiry we made to your office on xx/
xx/xx, we would be pleased if you could visit our program
and talk to students about the role of MPs working in their
local community.
If convenient, the talk will commence at x am/pm and we
think your talk and question time could take up to one hour.
(Include, if appropriate). In addition, our study has included
participation in a project concerned with xxx. We have
produced a small xx as part of that project and wonder if you
could ‘launch’ this xx product.
Several students will be responsible for catering a small
morning/afternoon tea after your speech and we hope that
you can join us in this less formal part of the program. If you
agree, we would also like to invite a reporter from the local
newspaper to attend the talk.
We could also send several questions to your electorate office
about information which you might like to include in your
talk. Final arrangements could be made through a visit by a
group of students visiting your office.
The teacher in charge of our program is _____________.
Yours sincerely,
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An Invitation
Students in the xyz program have invited xx, our local State Member
of Parliament, to speak at our Centre at x o’clock on x-day, yyst of xx

Resources

Sample Invitation

PHOTO OF MP
The talk will be in room xx

We hope that you will join us

- Learn about the job done by politicians

- Find out how politicians represent us in Parliament

- Learn about services which MPs can help us track down
Morning / afternoon tea will be served afterwards



The local newspaper has also been invited attend

Please tell us in advance if you would like to come
Contact: xx
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Sample letter of invitation to someone representing the
local newspaper/radio station
Your address and the date XX,
The Editor, XX Newspaper/Manager, XX Radio Station

Resources

Sample Letter

Dear XX
Invitation to an event at the Education Centre: XXX as Guest
Speaker
We are students in the XYZ program at _____________.
Following a telephone discussion with xx at your office on
xx/xx/xx, we are inviting you to attend our Education Centre
program to hear a talk to students by the XX, Member of
Parliament, about the role of MPs working in their local
community.



The talk will commence at x o’clock and take half an hour,
or longer. (Include if appropriate) In addition, our study has
included participation in a project concerned with xxx. We
have produced a small xx as part of that project and the Hon.
XX will also ‘launch’ this xx product.
Several students will provide a small morning/afternoon tea
after the speech and we hope you can join us in this informal
part of the program.
Please contact us (names) at xx. The teacher in charge of our
program is _______ who can be contacted at xx.
Yours sincerely,
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Students involved

Resources

Catering Arrangements

Expected number of guests

Drink provided

Food provided



Persons preparing and
serving drink and food

Room and furniture

Clean up afterwards

Budget

Float (from Excursion Funds)
Income (from Donations)

Expenditure (see attachment
with full details)

Other
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Add your own list of questions to this sample and then select
those questions to put to the visiting MP?
Does the MP see the questions beforehand?

Resources

Sample questions to as the MP

Perhaps you should watch the DVD: Inside Parliament
before you develop your list of questions...

{{How many days a week do you have to work?

{{How long do you spend in your electorate office compared
with time at Parliament House?

{{Is it hard to represent people in your electorate who didn’t



vote for you?

{{Do you think we’ll ever get to vote in elections by mobile
phone?

{{Are you a member of any parliamentary committees?

{{How do people contact you: by email, by mobile phone, by

office phone, by letter or by visiting you at Parliament House
or at your electorate office?

{{What do think can be done to decrease bullying in the work
place?

{{What do you think is the best thing you’ve done since
entering parliament?

{{Do you think that there will be an increase in cyber-bullying
during the next few years?

{{What football team do you barrack for?

{{Can you give us four good reasons why people should

support you or your political party at the next election?
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